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THE GOOD STUFF
Brought to You by

Snake in the Fairway
The company that brought a CNC 
precision-milled face to a driver now 
debuts the same in its fairway metals 
with Cobra’s King F9 Speedback. 
The sole weight structure lowers 
the center of gravity by 10 percent 
and Cobra’s famous Baffler Rails 
combine for a lower center and 
faster club/ball speeds. Available in 
adjustable 3-4 or 4-5 models.
$269.00

Mizuno Goes Light
Mizuno sure knows how to 
cater to those that carry. 
The new ultra-lightweight 
K1-LO stand bag 
combines a sleek look 
(five colors available) 
with only the essentials 
that you need. Full-
length dividers, dual 
shoulder straps, 
and a waterproof 
valuables pocket 
are part of the 
2.7 pound back 
feather.
$220.00

Wear Your Mojo
Skechers golf shoe game is strong. 
For several years they have produced 

some of most comfortable spiked and 
spikeless options on the market. 
The new Go Golf Mojo 
Elite has gripflex spikeless 
technology along with a TPU 

outsole. Ultra-lightweight 
and water resistant.

$100.00

Become Mr. Cool
As far as style and materials go, 
TravisMathew might be the hottest brand 
in golf apparel. No exception is the full-
zip Scorpio jacket. With half-elastic cuffs 
and a welt pocket on the side, this jacket 
easily goes from on course to on a date. 
Lightweight and moisture-dispersing fabric. 
Available in black and heather grey.
$150.00

A Winner from Wilson
The latest launch from Wilson Staff is a game 

improvement iron that still maintains a sleek overall 
look. The D7 combines technology and aesthetics 

from the award-winning FG Tour V6 and C300 
irons. re-akt technology provides power where it’s 

needed most, giving you superior distance.
Steel, $599.99; graphite, $699.99

Feeling Exotic?
The EXS line is the latest addition to the 
Tour Edge Exotics family. Adjustable 
sole weights make up a Flight Tuning 
System and Rollface Technology creates 
straighter shots, even with off center 
contact. Available in 9.5 and 10.5 
degree adjustable heads and with 
MCA Tensei CK Blue 2G stock shafts.
$299.99

This is Big, Bertha
One of the most 

recognized names in golf 
equipment is packing 

a punch again with the 
Callaway Big Bertha 
hybrid. Revolutionary 
Jailbreak Technology 

incorporates two internal 
bars that stiffen the body, 
creating faster ball speed 

and longer distance. 
Available in hybrid numbers 

3-8 with UST Mamiya 
Recoil ESX stock shafts.

$269.99

Cleveland Rocks the Soft
Cleveland expands on its wildly popular Huntington 
Beach line with the new Huntington Beach soft 
collection. The flagship model, the 11, is a slant neck 
mallet with two stability wings. Its soft feel creates a 
truer roll and more consistent distance.
$129.99
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